We consider channel estimation (CE) in narrowband Internet-of-Things (NB-IoT) systems. Due to the fluctuations in phase within receiver and transmitter oscillators, and also the residual frequency offset (FO) caused by discontinuous receiving of repetition coded transmit data-blocks, random phase noises are presented in received signals. Although the coherent-time of fading channel can be assumed fairly long due to the low-mobility of NB-IoT user-equipments (UEs), such phase noises have to be considered before combining the the channel estimates over repetition copies to improve their accuracies. In this paper, we derive a sequential minimum-mean-square-error (MMSE) channel estimator in the presence of random phase noise that refines the CE sequentially with each received repetition copy, which has a low-complexity and a small data storage. Further, we show through simulations that, the proposed sequential MMSE estimator improves the mean-square-error (MSE) of CE by around 1 dB in the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime, compared to a traditional sequential MMSE estimator that does not thoroughly consider the impact of random phase noises.
I. INTRODUCTION
Narrowband Internet-of-Things (NB-IoT) is a new radio-access technology designed for ultra-low-end IoT applications [1] - [4] . In the latest Long-Term Evolution (LTE) Rel-13, the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [3] has introduced a number of key features for NB-IoT. A user-equipment (UE) operates in the downlink (DL) of NB-IoT system using 12 subcarriers with a subcarrier bandwidth 15 kHz, and in the uplink (UL) using a single subcarrier with bandwidth either 3.75 or 15 kHz, or alternatively 3, 6 or 12 subcarriers with a subcarrier bandwidth 15 kHz. A legacy global system for mobile communications (GSM) [5] operator can have a "stand-alone" NB-IoT deployment by replacing one GSM carrier (200 kHz) with NB-IoT, while an LTE operator can allocate one physical resource blocks (PRBs) of 180 kHz to NB-IoT inside an LTE carrier, or deploying NB-IoT in the guard-band, which are know as "in-band" and "guard-band" deployments, respectively. NB-IoT reuses the LTE design extensively to achieve a harmonious co-existence of current networks.
To offer a wide-area coverage and improve the robustness of data-transmissions, repetition coding [4] is used for both DL and UL in NB-IoT systems. The UE has to start decoding attempts for multiple possible repetitions which are limited by a maximum number of repetitions, which is 2048 for NB physical downlink shared channel (NPDSCH) and 128 for NB physical uplink shared channel (NPUSCH), respectively. There are three DL control channel indicator (CCI) formats specified which have different bit positions for the DCI information [4] , and the number of repetitions is written into a field of the DCI. The UE can therefore combine estimates over received repetition copies in coherenttime to improve the channel estimation (CE) accuracies and data-transmission performance.
Due to the fluctuations in phase within receiver and transmitter oscillators and residual frequency offset (FO), there are random phase noises presented in received signals, which can severely degrade the mean-square-error (MSE) of channel estimates. The performance losses in relation to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and bit error rate (BER) in OFDM systems have been well-studied in e.g., [6] - [11] . With NB-IoT systems considered, the problem is somewhat different from what has been considered before. Firstly, as NB-IoT systems only use 12 subcarriers for data-transmission, the phase noises can be approximately assumed to be identical through one PRB and yields a common phase error (CPE) estimation problem [10] . Secondly, for low-end NB-IoT UEs, the CE algorithm needs to have a low computational cost. For instance, the maximum a posteriori CE algorithm in [12] and a majorization-minimization based joint phase noise and CE algorithm in [13] are over complex and consume too much power. Thirdly, the data-storage of the CE algorithm needs to be kept small in order to save the memory.
In this work, we consider CE in the presence of phase noise with repetition coded transmit data-blocks in NB-IoT systems, and derive a sequential minimummean-square-error (MMSE) based CE using NB reference symbols (NRSs). The proposed sequential MMSE estimator has a low-complexity and only the correlation matrix needs to be stored and updated over each iteration. Further, the proposed estimator can be reviewed as an extension of a traditional sequential MMSE estimator with taking the impact of phase noise into consideration, and has a structure of a Kalman-filter [14] . Numerical results show that in the low the SNR regime, the proposed estimator performs around 1 dB better than a traditional sequential MMSE estimator that compensates the phase noise without considering the estimation accuracy. 
II. RECEIVED SIGNAL MODEL IN NB-IOT SYSTEMS
We consider an NB-IoT system with a single transmit and receive antennas, and the NRS pattern is depicted in Fig. 1 . For stand-alone and guard-band deployments, no LTE resource needs to be protected, and NPDCCH, NPDSCH or NRS can utilize all the resource elements (REs) in one PRB pair. However, for in-band deployment, NPDCCH, NPDSCH or NRS cannot be mapped to the REs taken by LTE cell-specific reference symbols (CRS) and control channels. NB-IoT is designed to allow a UE to learn the deployment mode and cell identity through initial acquisition.
With phase noise φ [n] caused by oscillator fluctuations and a residual FO f e (normalized by the subcarrier frequency), the time-domain baseband received signal at the nth sampling time of the th orthogonal-frequencydivision-multiplexing (OFDM) symbol is expressed as
where " " denotes the linear convolution, S [k] is the transmit symbol on the th OFDM symbol and the kth subcarrier, h [n] is discrete fading channel taps, w(n) is additive-white-Gaussian-noise (AWGN), and N is the Fast-Fourier-Transform (FFT) size. An FFT operation is implemented at the UE to obtain the received frequency domain signals,
where H [k] is the fading channels on frequency domain, I [m] is a function of phase noises and FO that equals
and in the complex plane. That is, we can approximate I [0] by some exp(jφ ).
From (2), stacking the received signal corresponding to all NPS symbols for a mth repetition copy in a vector form yields
where " " is the Hadamard product,S m is the received signal vector, S m is the transmitted NPS vector at the mth repetition copy with zero-means and satisfying E[S m S † m ] = I. The elements in the channel vector h are independent complex Gaussian variables with zeromeans and unit-variances which can be assumed to be the same for a whole repetition period, the term v m comprising both the interference and noise is modeled as AWGN with a variance γ for all copies. The random phase rotation φ m is a real value, whose probability density function (PDF), for analytical tractability, can be assumed to a uniform distribution over [0, 2π). For generality, we assume that there are K NRS in one repetition copy.
By removing S m from both sides in (4), we obtain a signal model corresponding to the least-square (LS) estimates of the channel vector as
where the noiseṽ m has the same statistical properties as v m . Given the received signal mode (5), we consider estimating h in a sequential manner based on each repetition copy, which saves the required storage and also simplifies the operations for low-end NB-IoT UEs.
III. THE PROPOSED SEQUENTIAL MMSE BASED CE
Without loss of generality, we let φ 0 = 0 for the first received copy, and denoteĥ as the CE obtained in a previous step. With a newly received mth copy, the vector exp(jφ m )h can be estimated. However, this estimate cannot be directly combined withĥ due to the phase rotation exp(jφ m ). An intuitive way is to useĥ to estimate φ m first, and then obtain an update estimateĥ after compensating the phase rotation. This can be implemented by a Kalman-filter based approach, but the optimal filtering needs to be solved. Instead, we directly derive a sequential MMSE estimator for h in the following.
The sequential MMSE estimator has the form [14] E(h|r) = C hp(h|r)dh
where the conditional PDF p(r|h, φ) with a given pair (h, φ) and under SNR 1/γ is complex Gaussian and equal to
Assuming thatĥ is the estimate of h obtained with the previous received copy, the PDF p(h) is also complex Gaussian and can be estimated by
With (7) and (8), the integrals in (6) and p(r) are expressed in (9) and (10), respectively,
where ξ 1 and ξ 2 are further derived in (11) and (12), respectively. Therefore, the estimator (6) equals
Inserting ξ 1 and ξ 2 back into (13) yields a final form of the proposed MMSE estimator, which is stated below.
Theorem 1. The sequential MMSE estimator of channel vector h in the presence of random phase noise is
whereĥ is the estimate of h obtained in the previous step with R being its MSE matrix, 1/γ is the SNR, and r is a newly received repetition copy. The updated MSE matrixR
and the factor ζ equals
with β 1 and β 2 calculated as
To obtain closed-from expressions for β 1 and β 2 , we assume φ uniformly distributed in [0, 2π) which yields The variable ζ in (16) comprises two parts: the first part is to estimate the phase noise using r †Rĥ |r †Rĥ |, and the second part is to scale down the estimate by a factor I 1 2 γ r †Rĥ I 0 2 γ r †Rĥ , which is smaller than 1 and asymptotically equals 1 as SNR increases. Now let's consider two simple cases to illustrate the sequential MMSE estimator (14) . The first case is R = I, that is, the elements in h are identical and independently distributed (IID). In this case, (14) becomes
where
The estimator (21) is the traditional sequential MMSE estimator [14] , but with an extra factor ζ 1 which is introduced by the random phase. The second case is R = 1 K×K , that is, the elements in h are fully dependent and only one scalar h needs to be estimated. Following the same derivations leading to (14) , it can be shown that the sequential MMSE estimator in this case is
wherer is the mean value of r and
This is equivalent to the first case with a single observationr, but both the variances of h and the noise are decreased by a factor of K, which make an intuitive sense. Using Theorem 1, after E(h|r) is computed, the correlation matrix R needs to be updated at each step. By assuming that ζ results in a perfect estimation of the phase and as β 1 /β 2 ≈ 1 at high SNR, R can be updated according to
The initialization of R can be set to a heuristic value or estimated through a long-term averaging. Withĥ m , the estimate of phase noise φ m of the mth repetition copy is obtained asφ
where "∠" takes the angle of the input variable. Based on Theorem 1, the proposed sequential MMSE estimator is summarized in Algorithm 1. Note that, under the case that there is no phase noise φ presented, we can set ζ = 1 and then Algorithm 1 is identical to the traditional sequential MMSE estimator [14] for h.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we evaluate MSE of the proposed sequential MMSE estimator in comparison to the traditional sequential MMSE estimator, which refers to an estimator that only compensates the phase noise by setting ζ = r †Rĥ |r †Rĥ | in Algorithm 1, that is, setting β 1 /β 2 = 1 in (16) and ignores the impact of β 1 and β 2 . In addition, we also evaluate the MSE under ideal cases when there is no phase noise presented, in which cases, the proposed sequential MMSE and traditional estimators are identical.
Algorithm 1
The proposed sequential MMSE estimator.
1: Initialize m = 0 andĥ m = 0, and assume the channel correlation matrix R 0 and γ are known. 2: With the (m+1)th received repetition copy r m+1 , update the parameters according tõ
where ζ is calculated according to (16). 3: Repeat Step 2 until the transmit data-block is successively decoded or all repetition codes have been received.
In Fig. 2 , we evaluate the MSE of the proposed and traditional sequential MMSE estimators, and the MSE obtained when there is no phase noise present. We test under AWGN channels with SNR equals to -4, -2 and 0 dB respectively. As can be seen, the proposed sequential MMSE estimator has around 1 dB gain over the traditional estimator without considering β 1 /β 2 in (16) at SNR -4 dB. In Fig. 3 , we repeat the tests in Fig. 2 under ETU-3Hz channels with SNR equal to -3, 0 and 3 dB, respectively. As can be seen, the proposed estimator also outperforms the traditional estimator around 1 dB at SNR -3 dB.
In both Fig. 2 and 3 , when SNR increases, the proposed sequential MMSE estimator starts to perform close to the traditional estimator, which is due to the fact that β 1 /β 2 quickly converges to 1 as SNR increases. Further, as the number of received repetition copies increases, the MSE renders error-floors under both cases compared to the ideal cases, due to the presence of phase noises. Further, as shown in Fig. 3 the MSE converges within 10∼20 repetition copies. In Fig. 4 , we plot the MSE obtained at the 20th received copy under ETU-3Hz channels and at different SNR values. As can be seen, when SNR is less than 0 dB, the proposed sequential MMSE estimator renders considerable gains over the traditional estimator, with only a minor complexity increment to compute the values β 1 /β 2 through e.g., look-up-table operations. We also investigate the impact of different initializations of R 0 . Setting R 0 to the ideal correlation matrix yields around 2 dB gains over the case initializing R 0 with an identity matrix. When there is no phase noise present, the MSE gains are larger with ideal R 0 .
V. SUMMARY
We have considered channel estimation (CE) in narrowband Internet-of-Things (NB-IoT) systems in the presence of random phase noise caused by the fluctuations of oscillators and the residual frequency offset (FO). We have derived a sequential minimum-meansquare-error (MMSE) estimator for the CE, which updates the estimates in a sequential way with a low computational cost and a small data storage. Moreover, we show through simulations that, the proposed sequential MMSE estimator performs around 1 dB better in the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime in terms of mean- square-error (MSE) than a traditional sequential MMSE estimator that did not thoroughly consider the impact of the phase noises.
